
STUDENTS DESIGN AN INNOVATIVE DESTROYING POT 

Waste disposal has been a continuing issue in India, in recent times. The amount of waste 

generated by us , particularly in cities is baffling. The waste that is generated,is usually classified 

as bio-degradable and non-bio-degradable. There is another category of waste that is usually not 

targeted as part of waste disposal campaigns  : Sanitary waste. Sanitary waste is the waste that is 

usually collected from hospitals, nursing homes etc. Sanitary   napkins, diapers etc. also have 

become an eyesore as the large amount generated, is filling up our landfills faster and faster. 

In the present circumstances, it is essential that we develop indigenous methods of waste 

disposal, as much of our population is still below the poverty line, and many villages and interior 

regions live in total ignominy of modern practices. This pressing issue has been the topic of many 

a brainstorming session, many a thesis, but none of them have been effectively proven to be both 

useful as well as economically viable. In a developing economy like ours, we must be able to 

sustain locally produced projects to handle sanitary waste. 

Two young girls, of DDMS(AMS) P Obul Reddy Public School, Namita Ramesh and Deveshi Pareek, 

both students of the BiPC Stream, took up this issue as a challenge when it came to participating 

in the the Science Fair conducted by the KV Rao Scientific Society at Vengalrao nagar,Hyderabad 

on 20th January,2018.They developed an innovative pot, made of mud, which can be used for 

destroying sanitary waste with minimum energy resources and produces almost no residue. 

 

 

 

The LUNATRAT 

The idea for the name came from two Sanskrit words, Lunati ,meaning destroy, and 

Patrata,meaning container/pot. Named LUNATRAT, this pot is a very simple contraption, which is 



easy to produce ,with mimimal resources.Using a very basic mud pot, caustic potash and a few 

other things of daily use, this pot can be made. The idea works on the principle of solar energy, 

making it the best and inexpensive alternative to conventional waste disposal methods.The 

sanitary waste is completely reduced to ashes, which can be purified and re-used for many other 

purposes such as in the pharmaceutical industry.If this concept is introduced to rural households, 

this will  create awareness of waste disposal , while also highlighting the importance of hygiene, 

particularly for women and children. 

Ms.Namita Ramesh and Ms.Deveshi Pareek of class XI, who developed this idea, won the Spark 

Innovation award for the category of Classes X-XII at the Science Fair conducted by the KV Rao 

Scientific Society at Vengalrao nagar,Hyderabad on 20th January,2018.They were given a 

certificate as well as a cash award. 

Among a number of participants from the southern states,the school had the pride of securing the 

top prize.The KV Rao Scientific Society is known for fostering the scientific enquiry and promoting 

innovation among young school students. SPARK Awards are given away every year for projects 

displaying use of scientific concepts for solutions to an existing problem through a novel 

concept/device. 

Receiving the award, they said,”We are very delighted to receive this award.We wish to use this 

product in the rural and remote areas of the country.It was a proud moment for us to represent 

our school as well as Telangana,and ultimately,win the award.” Under the able guidance of 

Biology Teacher,Mrs G.Roja Rajani, the students executed the product ,incorporating all the basic 

principles of science . 

 

 The students say that this concept uses all the basic concepts normally taught in school, stressing 

once again how instruction in schools can be tailored to benefit our community as a whole. 


